A whole new religious concept;

A special evening at The Art Gallery

**THEATRE CALENDAR**

**Theatre Notes**

A New York For An Old Lady, written by Liz Johnson, was presented in the Performing Arts Center. It was directed by William D. Conklin and produced by the Department of Theatre Arts. The cast included a wide variety of talents, from the seasoned professionals to the up-and-coming actors. The play was an exploration of the effects of aging on individuals, and the challenges they face in maintaining their independence and identity. The audience was moved by the performances of the actors, and the themes of the play were thought-provoking and relevant. The play was well-received by the critics and the audience, and it received several nominations for various awards.

Join us for the next production at the Performing Arts Center, where we will continue to bring you the best in stage productions. Check our website for upcoming shows and events.

---

**SUNY Cuts Enrollment**

2,000 Students Denied

Study Abroad Program Curtailed

Sabbaticals Eliminated

by Rich Borkowski

**AP Education Writer**

The State University of New York will be forced to deny admission to at least 2,000 prospective students, as the cost of student aid has increased dramatically, the chancellor announced on Monday.

The chancellor said that the university, which is facing a $300 million cut in state funding, is forced to make cuts in the budget. The chancellor said that the cuts include eliminating sabbaticals for faculty, and reducing the number of study abroad programs.

The chancellor said that the university is facing a $300 million cut in state funding, and that the cuts include eliminating sabbaticals for faculty, and reducing the number of study abroad programs.

The chancellor said that the university is facing a $300 million cut in state funding, and that the cuts include eliminating sabbaticals for faculty, and reducing the number of study abroad programs.

The chancellor said that the university is facing a $300 million cut in state funding, and that the cuts include eliminating sabbaticals for faculty, and reducing the number of study abroad programs.
In Hue during the 1968 cease-fire, a body of neutrality dating at least from the early 60's; the VC lack of totalitarian rule. Continued North Vietnam-Viet Cong violations of Laotian and Cambodian neutrality have to negotiate for their respective people. This is not eagerly awaiting the arrival of a coalition (read: communist) takeover, no matter what the New Left might say. The Vietnamese People merely desire to embarrass tin-remember, of course, that the Joint Treaty of Peace Between the U.S. and Vietnam was a lie. Perhaps this excerpt from Peace Teacher, December 29, 1971, will help us on this point. "On December 13, the ten American students (thepattern personnel was to go to South Vietnam, but was unable to obtain visas) will meet in Paris with North Vietnamese student representatives to negotiate the first part of a peace treaty between the students of North and South Vietnam."

The ten students who will meet in Paris are: Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., at the head because of involvement in the Indochina war as a mistake. The veterans jammed a Senate hearing on Vietnam today. Even cheers, comme il leu chairman J.W. Appleton raged hearings oil today. Sen. George McGovern's testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearings oil today. Beaming broadly at the veterans and the people jammed the hearing room, he said: "I am not one who thinks we went in with a desire to do evil," but who developed psychological problems after they returned home. The author of the report, Drs. Harold Kolansky and William T. Moore of the Philadelphia Associated Press, go on to explain that they say, previously had shown no signs of mental problems. The authors of the report, Drs. Harold Kolansky and William T. Moore of the Philadelphia Associated Press, go on to explain that they say, previously had shown no signs of mental problems.

Self-nomination forms are now available for...

Alumni Program Director
President & Vice President of Class Officers Student Association
MYSKANIA

- Petition needed pick up at CC 348

Forms are available in CC 346 from 9-5 daily. The deadline for returning the forms is Friday, April 23rd at 5 p.m. Elections will be held April 28-29.

The veterans were among many Vietnam veterans who opposed the war. One of them was Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., at the head because of involvement in the Indochina war as a mistake. The veterans jammed a Senate hearing on Vietnam today. Beaming broadly at the veterans and the people jammed the hearing room, he said: "I am not one who thinks we went in with a desire to do evil," but who developed psychological problems after they returned home. The author of the report, Drs. Harold Kolansky and William T. Moore of the Philadelphia Associated Press, go on to explain that they say, previously had shown no signs of mental problems.

The veterans were among many Vietnam veterans who opposed the war. One of them was Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., at the head because of involvement in the Indochina war as a mistake. The veterans jammed a Senate hearing on Vietnam today. Beaming broadly at the veterans and the people jammed the hearing room, he said: "I am not one who thinks we went in with a desire to do evil," but who developed psychological problems after they returned home. The author of the report, Drs. Harold Kolansky and William T. Moore of the Philadelphia Associated Press, go on to explain that they say, previously had shown no signs of mental problems.

The veterans were among many Vietnam veterans who opposed the war. One of them was Sen. George McGovern, D-S.D., at the head because of involvement in the Indochina war as a mistake. The veterans jammed a Senate hearing on Vietnam today. Beaming broadly at the veterans and the people jammed the hearing room, he said: "I am not one who thinks we went in with a desire to do evil," but who developed psychological problems after they returned home. The author of the report, Drs. Harold Kolansky and William T. Moore of the Philadelphia Associated Press, go on to explain that they say, previously had shown no signs of mental problems.
editorial comment

The Inalienable Right

Anti-Semitism is not a new phenomenon. It has developed into a science over the last few millennia. Yet, when we see bowed or squirming somewhere on the globe, our tend to be saddened if not horrified.

This time, one is the Soviet Union which receives the Anti-Semitism Award of the Year. Not that this sickness is new in Eastern Europe. To the contrary, the Slav peoples have proudly shown that they were the first in European history to say no to and persecute a people, the Jews. It is not altogether surprising, however, that the people of Eastern Europe (the Soviet Union and her satellites) have ever come out of the Dark Ages which was the era of birth of Anti-Semitism in Europe.

Despite the economic progress the Soviet Union has made in the distribution and augmentation of goods, she has not overcome the social prejudices and political intolerance of the Czarist regime. To the Soviet Jews, therefore, the October Revolu-

Poor Judgement

To the Editor:

On Tuesday, April 30, an incident occurred during our Softball softball game which we find disappointing.

We were playing against William Paterson College at 3:30 p.m. in our first game of the season. We were down by one run, and were batting when the umpire prevented the next batter from entering the box.

We were all disappointed but were told to carry on. After the game, we were told that the umpire was not present.

We believe that this incident was a violation of our constitutional rights.

Sincerely,

Theta Xi Omega Fraternity

communications

Education Response

To the Editor:

Read "The New Agenda," page 4, column 3. It appears to be a statement on the current political climate and the supposed necessities for education reform.

Our contribution to this discussion is to emphasize the importance of maintaining the traditional values of education, such as critical thinking and ethical reasoning, while also addressing the pressing issues of today.

However, we believe that the suggested solutions presented in "The New Agenda" are not comprehensive enough to address the complex problems facing education today. We urge the administration to consider alternative approaches that are more inclusive and responsive to the diverse needs of our community.

Sincerely,

University Student Senate
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Political Power, Not Demonstrations

Sure - I'll Pull Out A Hundred-thousand - When I'm Drowned

Good and Ready!

By David Kopilow

Young People's Socialist League

The opposition of most liberal and radical stu-
dents to American policy in Vietnam is based
primarily on two premises: the United States
has essentially been fighting a war which is
wasteful, destructive, and senseless; and the
people's policy-one that will lead to a negotiated
peace.

The Nixon administration persists in its support of Thieu-Ky, despite early defeats by as little as 28% of the poll in the Tet offensive. It is highly presumptuous, regardless of the outcome of this offensive, to assume that the American public has not heard or will not hear of these defeats. The public has also heard that the neutralization zone is not neutral. Moreover, neither the administration nor Nixon's present plans are acceptable to the American public. Their continued support for these policies is significant because it indicates that the American people are willing to tolerate the war for the sake of their political domination of the Vietnamese government.

Unfortunately, the demonstrations planned for the Fourth of July to protest the war will not be successful. The Nixon administration is sure to avoid peace talks until the demonstrations are over.

On April 24, the National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NLF) and the National Liberation Front (NLF) are co-
organizing a campaign to show the United States that the Vietnamese are united in their struggle. This campaign will be a peaceful demonstration of the Vietnamese people's determination to achieve peace in Vietnam.

The opposition of most liberal and radical stu-
dents to American policy in Vietnam is based
primarily on two premises: the United States
has essentially been fighting a war which is
wasteful, destructive, and senseless; and the
people's policy-one that will lead to a negotiated
peace.

The Nixon administration persists in its support of Thieu-Ky, despite early defeats by as little as 28% of the poll in the Tet offensive. It is highly presumptuous, regardless of the outcome of this offensive, to assume that the American public has not heard or will not hear of these defeats. The public has also heard that the neutralization zone is not neutral. Moreover, neither the administration nor Nixon's present plans are acceptable to the American public. Their continued support for these policies is significant because it indicates that the American people are willing to tolerate the war for the sake of their political domination of the Vietnamese government.

Unfortunately, the demonstrations planned for the Fourth of July to protest the war will not be successful. The Nixon administration is sure to avoid peace talks until the demonstrations are over.

On April 24, the National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam (NLF) and the National Liberation Front (NLF) are co-
organizing a campaign to show the United States that the Vietnamese are united in their struggle. This campaign will be a peaceful demonstration of the Vietnamese people's determination to achieve peace in Vietnam.

On the other hand, if anti-war students help build public opinion for peace, they will not be successful. The Nixon administration will continue to escalate the war until there is a change in public opinion. The anti-war students must change public opinion to achieve peace in Vietnam.

The administration must change its policies to achieve peace in Vietnam. The anti-war students must change public opinion to achieve peace in Vietnam.

On the other hand, if anti-war students help build public opinion for peace, they will not be successful. The Nixon administration will continue to escalate the war until there is a change in public opinion. The anti-war students must change public opinion to achieve peace in Vietnam.
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On the other hand, if anti-war students help build public opinion for peace, they will not be successful. The Nixon administration will continue to escalate the war until there is a change in public opinion. The anti-war students must change public opinion to achieve peace in Vietnam.

The administration must change its policies to achieve peace in Vietnam. The anti-war students must change public opinion to achieve peace in Vietnam.
Let us arise and go under the city where the sewers run and maggots in stagnant pools and the uncounted thousands of subway men's deaths.

Let us feed the reporters at the City Hall, urging them to do their duty in the Mayor's office. Hurry up please it is time.

The end is coming.

Goodbye Broadway, goodbye Herald Square. Tear it off.

Refund the system. Send all our losses to the War.

Without killing anybody, turn house to house, run the vandals' speech in the flush in public restrooms. The end has just begun.

From "Anthem of Sisyphus"
- From F. Nietzsche

photos by john chow
Can babies be born addicted to drugs?

Effects of drug abuse on the unborn are discussed on page 4 of the federal source book: "Answers to the most frequently asked questions about drug abuse.

For a free copy send in the coupon below.

Kick-in-the-ASP wants you!
(your advertising, that is)

This annual fair will be published on May 1st and we'd like you to advertise in it.

The nature of this paper is satirical and we'd like the ads to have a humorous tone.

Ads for this issue are limited to on-campus groups or individuals. The rate, for this issue only, will be $1.50 per column inch.

To submit ads or for more information, contact Jeff or Dan in the ASP office, CC 349, or give us a call at 457-2100.

Attention
Graduating
Seniors!!

TORCH-BEARER CARDS

must be turned in at the
CC Information Desk by
Friday, April 30.
**Black - Spring Weekend**

by Stephen Anfield

The purpose of this article is to inform the reader about concerts that are coming up soon. The author points out that there are many concerts taking place, and he encourages the reader to attend them. He mentions that some of the concerts are sponsored by the Music Council, and others are presented by the Albany Student Press.

**King of Cellists to Perform**

This weekend Music Council presents the King of Cellists, Janos Starker. Starker has been considered one of the greatest cellists of our time. He left his native Hungary when he was seven and has been living in the United States since that time. After spending a number of years sitting on his couch and waiting for something interesting to happen, Johnny Winter decided to start a music career.

Johnny Winter is famous for his long white hair and the way he played some of his best songs. However, his recent articles have suggested that Johnny Winter's career may be past its peak.

Ear to the Thunder

by Adrian Schurke

Bolt is one of the most popular rock groups in the world. Their latest album, "The New Lean Bolt Failure," is the talk of the town. The album is a collection of overblown scores and has been praised for its overproduced sound. The genre has been described as "cool" because of its ability to attract attention and its ability to create a sense of mystery and intrigue.

**Ryan's Daughter Performs at RPI**

Gordon Lightfoot will perform in the RPI Amphitheater on Saturday May 1 at 8:00 p.m. as part of the Albany Student Press Weekend on the RPI campus.

**FESTIVAL FOCUS**

The Lean-Bolt team is one of the most popular in the world, and their films have been lauded for their commercial appeal. Their reputation is such that they are often referred to as "the Lean-Bolt team." Unfortunately, the Lean-Bolt combination has not yet been able to produce the "cool" sound that many fans have been waiting for.

The festival will feature a number of events, including a screening of "Ryan's Daughter," a film directed by David Lean. The film has been praised for its visually stunning landscapes and for its portrayal of the Lean-Bolt team's relationship with society.

The festival will also feature a variety of music performances, including a concert by Frank Zappa and the Mothers of Invention. The concert will be held in the RPI Amphitheater and is expected to be a highlight of the festival.

The festival is open to the public and is free to attend. For more information, please visit the Albany Student Press website.
City, School Board, Architects, Accused
For School Delays

Willard R. Holman, a member of the Thacher committee appointed by Mayor Erastus Corning, has alleged that major changes in designs for a new high school for the city, supposedly based upon the plans for the old school, had been made without the knowledge of the architect. Dr. Holman is quoted as saying that the school board, the architects and the contractor of the new legislative venture had made a study of the problem of the new school without knowing that the plans were being revised. Developing communications between the different parties involved cost one estimate. In all of the work of the problem. The architectural firm of Quackenbush and Eihorn-Sanders, which had made a study of the plans for the new school, had suggested an increase in the cost of $350,000. Quackenbush and Eihorn-Sanders, which had made a study of the plans for the new school, had suggested an increase in the cost of $350,000. The cost was acquired. In March, 1966, theoriginal plans were canceled by the architects had made mistakes which had caused the design to be rejected. The new building was constructed in May, 1970, after the $1 million over the original $30 to $35 million when all construction costs and delays. It is the new Arbor Hill elementary school-expected to be completed sometime in 1972. Contracts signed by the architect in the city of Albany and the planners of the Albany County Sewer District, and the planned Albany city li-

Delays, Rising Expenses
For New Ghetto School

Another school for Albany's rapid growing Negro population will be opened by the New York City Public School system in the new Arbor Hill community school next fall. The building committee of the city of Albany has been working on the project for several years. The original plans for the building were made by the architects of Quackenbush and Eihorn-Sanders, which had made a study of the plans for the new school, had suggested an increase in the cost of $350,000. The cost was acquired. In March, 1966, theoriginal plans were canceled by the architects had made mistakes which had caused the design to be rejected. The new building was constructed in May, 1970, after the $1 million over the original $30 to $35 million when all construction costs and delays. It is the new Arbor Hill elementary school-expected to be completed sometime in 1972. Contracts signed by the architect in the city of Albany and the planners of the Albany County Sewer District, and the planned Albany city li-

The New Albany High:
Back to Drawing Board

Governor Rockefeller, in his
recently issued advisory budget, proposed an additional $1.5 million to the 1971 legislative session, for the construction of new schools in the city of Albany and throughout the state. The proposal was made by the governor in his September advisory budget report. The original plans for the new school building, designed by the architects of Quackenbush and Eihorn-Sanders, which had made a study of the plans for the new school, had suggested an increase in the cost of $350,000. The cost was acquired. In March, 1966, theoriginal plans were canceled by the architects had made mistakes which had caused the design to be rejected. The new building was constructed in May, 1970, after the $1 million over the original $30 to $35 million when all construction costs and delays. It is the new Arbor Hill elementary school-expected to be completed sometime in 1972. Contracts signed by the architect in the city of Albany and the planners of the Albany County Sewer District, and the planned Albany city li-

How to use the system to fight the system

Frolic in the Formal Gardens!
A Coffeehouse with
John Simpson, Frank & Paul,
and Otto Road

will be sponsored by CCBG for Spring Weekend on
Sunday, April 25 from 1 to 5 PM.